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Abstract5

There is a growing interest in developing data-driven subgrid-scale (SGS) models for large-6

eddy simulation (LES) using machine learning (ML). In a priori (offline) tests, some recent7

studies have found ML-based data-driven SGS models that are trained on high-fidelity data8

(e.g., from direct numerical simulation, DNS) to outperform baseline physics-based models and9

accurately capture the inter-scale transfers, both forward (diffusion) and backscatter. While10

promising, instabilities in a posteriori (online) tests and inabilities to generalize to a different11

flow (e.g., with a higher Reynolds number, Re) remain as major obstacles in broadening the12

applications of such data-driven SGS models. For example, many of the same aforementioned13

studies have found instabilities that required often ad-hoc remedies to stabilize the LES at the14

expense of reducing accuracy. Here, using 2D decaying turbulence as the testbed, we show15

that deep fully convolutional neural networks (CNNs) can accurately predict the SGS forcing16

terms and the inter-scale transfers in a priori tests, and if trained with enough samples, lead to17

stable and accurate a posteriori LES-CNN. Further analysis attributes these instabilities to the18

disproportionally lower accuracy of the CNNs in capturing backscattering when the training set19

is small. We also show that transfer learning, which involves re-training the CNN with a small20

amount of data (e.g., 1%) from the new flow, enables accurate and stable a posteriori LES-CNN21

for flows with 16× higher Re (as well as higher grid resolution if needed). These results show22

the promise of CNNs with transfer learning to provide stable, accurate, and generalizable LES23

for practical use.24

1 Introduction25

Accurate simulations of turbulent flows are of critical importance for predicting and understand-26

ing various engineering and natural systems. However, the direct numerical simulation (DNS) of27

the Navier-Stokes equations remains computationally prohibitive for many real-world applications28

because DNS requires resolving (i.e., directly solving for) all the relevant spatial and temporal29

scales. These scales might span several orders of magnitude, e.g., from the domain length down30

to the Kolmogorov scale [62, 81]. Large-eddy simulation (LES) offers a balance between accuracy31

and computational cost, since in LES, only the part of the inertial range containing the large-scale32

structures is resolved on a coarse-resolution grid and the effects of the subgrid-scale (SGS) eddies33

are parameterized, in terms of the resolved flow, using a SGS model [81, 87]. As a result, the34

quality of the solutions from LES highly depends on the quality of the SGS model. Consequently,35

formulating accurate SGS models for LES has been an active area of research for the past few36

decades in different disciplines [e.g., 18, 58, 83, 87, 90, 91]. Below, we briefly describe some of37

the key physics-based SGS models and their major shortcomings, which have motivated the recent38

interest in using machine learning (ML) to find data-driven SGS models. Then, we discuss some of39

the advances in data-driven SGS modeling as well as the main challenges, some of which we aim40

to address in this paper.41

42

In his pioneering work on developing one of the first global climate models, Smagorinsky pro-43

posed a physics-based SGS model for LES in 1963 [95]. In this model (SMAG, hereafter), effects44

of the SGS eddies are parameterized as a function of the resolved flow using a scale-selective dis-45

sipative model that consists of a positive eddy viscosity νe and second-order diffusion. Since then,46

the SMAG model and its variants have been widely used in different disciplines, for example, to47

simulate weather and climate variability, combustion, multiphase flows, wind farms, and magneto-48

hydrodynamics [e.g., 1, 26, 27, 40, 77, 80, 86, 97, 102]. Such purely diffusive SGS models lead to49

numerically stable LES; however, they might not correctly capture the inter-scale physical processes50

such as energy (and enstrophy) transfers. These models often include second-order dissipation but51
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higher orders can also contribute to the forward transfer, i.e., transfer from the resolved scales to52

the subgrid scales [58]. Furthermore, while in the mean, the transfer is forward and the role of53

SGS processes is indeed dissipative, it is known that locally there can be transfer from the subgrid54

scales to the resolved scales. This process is referred to as backscattering, which is missing from55

purely diffusive SGS models [81].56

57

Backscattering has been found to play a significant role in various fluid flows, and extensive58

work has been done in different disciplines to account for it in physics-based SGS models [e.g.,59

9, 19, 38, 39, 47, 53, 66, 92, 103, 121]. For example, Piomelli et al. [78, 79] showed that the lack60

of energy backscattering in LES could lead to inaccurate prediction of the perturbation growth in61

transitional wall-bounded flows. Backscattering has been also found to be important in geophysical62

turbulence, which has implications for modeling atmospheric and oceanic circulations and weath-63

er/climate predictions [6, 32, 33, 35, 64, 85, 93]. To improve the SMAG model and account for64

backscattering, Germano et al. [30] developed a dynamic approach to compute the eddy viscosity,65

which could lead to νe < 0 (anti-diffusion) and account for backscattering. While this model (known66

as dynamic Smagorinsky; DSMAG hereafter) and its variants were shown to accurately represent67

many aspects of inter-scale energy transfers, it could also lead to numerical instabilities [49, 59].68

As a result, later modifications were proposed to enforce νe ≥ 0 as a tradeoff between numerical69

stability and backscattering [119]. Adding stochasticity to eddy-viscosity SGS models as well as70

other approaches have been proposed to improve their accuracy (e.g., account for backscattering)71

while maintaining stability [e.g., 9, 11, 19, 20, 34, 35, 51, 52]. Despite these efforts, the need for72

better SGS models that accurately account for both forward and backscatter transfers remains.73

As a motivating example, the parameterizations currently used in global climate models do not74

account for kinetic energy backscattering [33].75

76

In the past few years, there has been a rapidly growing interest in using ML methods to im-77

prove the modeling and analysis of chaotic systems and turbulent flows [e.g., 2, 13, 15, 28, 37, 54,78

61, 65, 72, 73, 84, 94, 106, 111]; also see the recent review papers on this topic [5, 8, 23, 24, 69].79

Specific to SGS modeling (for LES or other approaches), a number of studies have aimed to obtain80

better estimates for the parameter(s) of physics-based SGS models, such as νe, from high-fidelity81

data (e.g., DNS or observations) [22, 57, 89, 91, 96, 112]. Alternatively, a growing number of82

recent papers have aimed to learn a data-driven SGS model from high-fidelity data, often in a83

non-parametric fashion, i.e., without any prior assumption about the model’s structural/functional84

form [e.g., 28, 29, 36, 50, 70, 74, 82, 88, 101, 107, 108]. In the studies from the latter category85

that focused on LES, a variety of canonical fluid systems and different approaches (e.g., local vs.86

non-local) have been investigated. In the local approach, which often employs multilayer percep-87

tron artificial neural networks (ANNs), the SGS term (stress tensor or its divergence) at a grid88

point is estimated in terms of the resolved flow at or around the same grid point. For example,89

Maulik et al. [56] and Xie et al. [113, 114] have, respectively, studied 2D decaying homogenous90

isotropic turbulence (2D-DHIT) and 3D incompressible and compressible turbulence using this ap-91

proach (also, see [116]). In the non-local approach, which often employs variants of convolutional92

neural networks (CNNs), the SGS term over the entire domain is estimated in terms of the re-93

solved flow in the entire domain to account for potential spatial correlations (e.g., due to coherent94

structures) and non-homogeneities in the system. For example, Zanna and Bolton [7, 120], Beck95

and colleagues [4, 44], Pawar et al. [75], and Subel et al. [99] have used this approach for ocean96

circulation, 3D-DHIT, 2D-DHIT, and forced 1D Burgers’ turbulence, respectively.97

98

In a priori (offline) tests, in which the accuracy of the SGS model in estimating the SGS term as99
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a function of the resolved flow is evaluated, some of these studies have found the data-driven SGS100

models to accurately account for inter-scale transfers (including backscattering) and outperform101

physics-based models such as SMAG and DSMAG [7, 56, 75, 120, 122]. However, most of the same102

studies have also found that in a posteriori (online) tests, in which the data-driven SGS model is103

coupled with a coarse-resolution numerical solver, the LES model is unstable, leading to numerical104

blow-up or physically unrealistic flows [4, 5, 44, 56, 98, 115, 120, 122]. While the reason(s) for these105

instabilities remain unclear, a number of remedies have been proposed, e.g., post-processing of the106

trained SGS model to remove backscattering or to attenuate the SGS feedback into the numerical107

solver, or combining the data-driven model with an eddy viscosity model [4, 56, 120, 122] (also, see108

the excellent review by Beck and Kurz [5]). However, such remedies include ad-hoc components and109

often substantially take away the advantages gained from the non-parametric, data-driven approach.110

111

Instabilities in a posteriori tests remain a major challenge to broadening the applications of112

ML-based data-driven SGS models for LES. Another major challenge is the generalization capabil-113

ity of the data-driven SGS models beyond the flow from which the training data are obtained, e.g.,114

extrapolation to turbulent flows with higher Reynolds numbers (Re). The ability to generalize is115

important for at least two reasons: i) High-fidelity data from usually expensive simulations (e.g.,116

DNS) are needed to train data-driven SGS models and given the sharp increase in the computa-117

tional cost of DNS with Re, the ability to effectively extrapolate to higher Re makes data-driven118

SGS models much more useful in practice; and ii) Some level of generalization capability in the119

data-driven SGS models is essential for the LES models to be robust and trustworthy. However,120

it is known that such extrapolations are challenging for neural networks in general [43]. In LES121

modeling, a priori tests in 3D-DHIT have shown that the performance of data-driven SGS models122

degrades when applied to Re higher than the one for which the model is trained. In a posteriori123

tests with multi-scale Lorenz 96 systems [16] and forced 1D Burgers’ turbulence [99], we found124

inaccurate generalization to more chaotic systems or flows with higher Re, particularly in terms of125

short-term prediction and re-producing the long-term statistics of rare events. However, in both126

studies, we also found that transfer learning, which involves re-training (part of) the already trained127

neural network using a small amount of data from the new system [118], enables accurate general-128

ization, e.g., to 10× higher Re [16, 99]. While promising, the effectiveness of transfer learning in129

enabling generalization in more complex turbulent flows needs to be investigated.130

131

Building on these earlier studies, here we use a deep fully CNN architecture to build a non-local132

data-driven SGS model for a 2D-DHIT system using DNS data, and aim to133

(a) Examine the accuracy of this SGS model in a priori (offline) tests, with regard to both134

predicting the SGS terms and capturing inter-scale transfers,135

(b) Evaluate the accuracy and stability of LES with this SGS model (LES-CNN) in a posteriori136

(online) tests, both in terms of short-term predictions and long-term statistics,137

(c) Assess the effectiveness of transfer learning in enabling accurate and stable generalization of138

LES-CNN to higher Re (up to 16×). We also show generalization to higher grid resolutions139

by adding an encoder-decoder architecture to the CNN.140

For (a) and (b), we also present results from the SMAG and DSMAG models as well as a local141

ANN-based data-driven SGS model.142

143

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Governing equations of the 2D-DHIT144

system, the filtered equations, and the DNS and LES numerical solvers are presented in Section 2,145
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followed by descriptions of the data-driven SGS models (training data and the CNN and ANN146

architectures) and the physics-based SGS models (SMAG and DSMAG) in Section 3. Results147

of the a priori and a posteriori tests as well as generalization to higher Re and/or resolutions via148

transfer learning are presented in Section 4. Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 5.149

2 DNS and LES: Governing equations and numerical solvers150

2.1 Governing equations151

The dimensionless governing equations of 2D-DHIT in the vorticity (ω) and streamfunction (ψ)152

formulation in a doubly periodic x− y domain are153

∂ω

∂t
+N (ω, ψ) = 1

Re
∇2ω, (1a)

∇2ψ = −ω, (1b)

where the nonlinear term N (ω, ψ) represents advection154

N (ω, ψ) = ∂ψ

∂y

∂ω

∂x
− ∂ψ

∂x

∂ω

∂y
. (2)

2D turbulence is a fitting prototype for many large-scale geophysical and environmental flows155

(where rotation and/or stratification dominate) and has been widely used as a testbed for novel156

techniques, including ML-based SGS modeling [e.g., 10, 100, 103–105]. In DNS, as discussed in157

detail in Section 2.2, Eqs. (1a)-(1b) are numerically solved at high spatio-temporal resolutions.158

159

To find the equations for LES, we apply filtering (denoted by (·) and defined later) to Eqs. (1a)-160

(1b) to obtain161

∂ω

∂t
+N (ω, ψ) = 1

Re
∇2ω +N (ω, ψ)−N (ω, ψ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Π

, (3a)

∇2ψ = −ω. (3b)

Note that in deriving these equations, we assume that the filter commutes with the spatial (and162

temporal) derivative operators, which is the case for commonly used filters such as box, sharp163

spectral, and Gaussian filters [81, 86]; the latter is used in this work (see Section 3.1). As discussed164

in Section 2.2, ths numerical solution of Eqs. (3a)-(3b) requires spatio-temporal resolutions lower165

than those of the DNS. However, the SGS forcing term, Π, includes the effects of the small-scale166

eddies that have been truncated due to filtering/coarse-graining and are not resolved in LES. As a167

result, Π has to be estimated solely based on the resolved variables (ω, ψ) to close Eqs. (3a)-(3b),168

a problem that is at the heart of turbulence modeling [81].169

170

In most physics-based models, such as those using eddy viscosity, Π is modeled as a purely171

diffusive process (SMAG and DSMAG are described in Section 3.4). In data-driven approaches, such172

as the one pursued here and discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the aim is to learn the relationship173

between (ω, ψ) and Π in DNS data using methods such as deep neural networks, without any prior174

assumptions about the functional form of this relationship.175
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2.2 Numerical solvers176

For DNS, we solve Eqs. (1a)-(1b) in a doubly periodic square domain with L×L = [0, 2π]× [0, 2π].177

A Fourier-Fourier pseudo-spectral solver is used along with second-order Adams-Bashforth and178

Crank-Nicolson time-integration schemes for the advection and viscous terms, respectively. The179

computational grid has uniform spacing ∆DNS = 2π/NDNS, where NDNS is the number of grid points180

in each direction. We use NDNS = 2048 for Re = 8000, 32000, and 64000, and NDNS = 3072 for181

Re = 128000. The time-stepping size ∆tDNS = 10−4 (∆tDNS = 5× 10−5) is used for NDNS = 2048182

(NDNS = 3072). Following Refs. [55, 56], the initial condition of each DNS run is a random vor-183

ticity field but with the same prescribed energy spectrum (see Appendix A for details). For each184

of the Re mentioned above, we conducted 15 independent DNS runs from random initial conditions.185

186

The numerical solver is implemented in Python using CUDA GPU computing. We use equal187

numbers of GPU blocks as the resolution in each direction such that only one GPU thread in each188

block is assigned for the computation on one computational grid point. The fast Fourier transform189

(FFT) and inverse fast Fourier transform (iFFT) operations are performed using the cuFFT library.190

Double-precision floating-point arithmetic is used for all numerical solvers.191

192

Figure 1 shows an example of the vorticity field for Re = 32000 at the initial condition (t = 0),193

and at t = 50τ and t = 200τ , where τ = 1/|ω|max = 0.02 = 200∆tDNS (|ω|max is computed at t = 0).194

After around 50τ , the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) spectrum (Ê(k)) exhibits self-similarity. Note195

that the TKE spectrum is calculated using an angle average and therefore k =
√
k2
x + k2

y.196

197

For LES, we solve Eqs. (3a)-(3b) using the same numerical solver used for DNS, except that198

the spatial resolution is lower by a factor of 8 in each direction (i.e., NLES = NDNS/8 and ∆LES =199

8∆DNS) and the time-stepping size is 10 times larger, ∆tLES = 10∆tDNS. As a result, the LES200

solver requires 640 times fewer degrees of freedom, which substantially reduces the computational201

cost. However, the LES solver needs a SGS model for Π. Here, we use two data-driven models202

that employ CNN and ANN as well as two common physics-based models (SMAG and DSMAG).203

In the next section, we first describe the filtered DNS (FDNS) data, which are used for training204

the data-driven SGS models, and then describe the CNN, ANN, SMAG, and DSMAG models.205

3 Data-driven and physics-based SGS models for LES206

3.1 Filtered DNS (FDNS) data207

To compute the filtered DNS variables on the LES grid, which as mentioned above is 8× coarser208

than the DNS grid in each direction, we i) apply the Gaussian filter transfer function to the DNS209

data, and ii) coarse-grain the filtered results to the LES grid [81, 120]. Below, the subscript “DNS”210

denotes the high-resolution DNS grid and “LES” denotes the coarse-resolution LES grid.211

212

Using vorticity as an example, we first transform the DNS vorticity field ω(rDNS) into the213

spectral space ω̂(kDNS), where r = (x, y) and k = (kx, ky). Then, we apply the Gaussian filter in214

the spectral space215

˜̂ω(kDNS) = G(kDNS)� ω̂(kDNS), (4)

where the operator � means element-wise multiplication of matrices and (̃·) denotes the filtered216
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 50τ

(c) t = 200τ (d) Ê(k) spectrum
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Figure 1: An example of the vorticity field of DNS for Re = 32000 at a) t = 0, b) t = 50τ , and c) t = 200τ .
The initial turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) spectrum is prescribed while the vorticity field has random phase
(see Appendix A). Data collection for training of data-driven SGS models (using CNN or ANN) starts from
t = 50τ and ends at t = 200τ . As shown in (d), in this period, the TKE spectra exhibit self-similarity
following the k−3 scaling of the Kraichnan-Batchelor-Leith (KBL) theory [3, 41, 46].

variable at the DNS resolution. The transfer function of the Gaussian filter is [81]:217

G(kDNS) = e−|kDNS|2∆2
F /24, (5)

where ∆F is the filter size, which is taken to be ∆F = 2∆LES to yield sufficient resolution [81, 122].218
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After the filtering operation, coarse-graining is performed to transform the filtered solution from219

the DNS to LES grid [81, 120]:220

ω̂(kLES) = ˜̂ω(|kx| < kc, |ky| < kc) (6)

where kc = π/∆LES is the cut-off wavenumber in spectral space, and we use (·) to denote the fil-221

tered and then coarse-grained variables (hereafter, we use the term “filtered” for both “filtered” and222

then “coarse-grained” when there is no ambiguity). ψ̂(kLES) and Π̂(kLES) are similarly computed223

following Eqs. (4)-(6).224

225

Note that in addition to the Gaussian filter, box and sharp Fourier filters are also commonly226

used for LES. However, the Gaussian filter is compact in both physical and spectral spaces [81].227

Because our numerical solver is in the Fourier spectral space and our CNN and ANN operate in228

the physical space, we focus on the Gaussian filter for LES. Furthermore, Zhou et al. [122] found229

that the Gaussian filter outperforms the other two filters in terms of correlation coefficients of Π230

in their work on data-driven SGS modeling of 3D turbulence.231

232

Figure 2 shows examples of the Π term and effects of filtering on the vorticity field in physical233

space and on the TKE spectrum (Ê(k)). The fine structures in DNS vorticity ω are lost in filtered234

vorticity ω̃ and manifest themselves in SGS vorticity ω′ = ω − ω̃ and the SGS forcing term Π235

(panels (c)-(d)). The Ê(k) spectrum further shows the effects of the Gaussian filter on the energy236

at smaller scales (panel (e)). The Gaussian filter leads to the deviation of the FDNS spectrum from237

the DNS spectrum, especially at the scales near kc.238

239

Our goal is to non-parameterically learn Π as function of the FDNS variables ω and ψ using a240

deep fully CNN as well as an ANN used in a previous study [56].241

3.2 Fully convolutional neural network (CNN)242

For non-local data-driven SGS modeling, we propose to use a deep fully CNN. The CNN architecture243

was originally developed for computer vision and image processing and its key feature is that rather244

than having pre-defined filters, CNNs learn the filters used for pattern recognition for a given data245

set [31, 42, 45]. CNNs have often been found superior to ANNs when the data contains spatial246

patterns and structures significant to the functional relationship to be learned [21, 76]. Therefore, it247

is not surprising that CNNs have been found to perform well, usually superior to non-convolutional248

ML methods, in applications involving turbulent flows, given the abundance of coherent structures249

and spatial correlations in turbulence [e.g., 4, 7, 12, 15, 60, 75]. Specifically for SGS modeling, a250

recent a priori analysis has shown that CNN outperforms local ANN in terms of prediction accuracy251

of the SGS stress term in the same 2D-DHIT system studied here [75].252

Building on previous work and to account for non-local effects (e.g., coherent structures and253

spatial correlations), we use a CNN with inputs/outputs that are global (i.e., from the entire254

domain). Thus, the input features are255 {
ψ

σψ
,
ω

σω

}
∈ R2×NLES×NLES , (7)

and the output targets are256 {
Π
σΠ

}
∈ RNLES×NLES , (8)
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(a) ω (b) ω̃ (e) Ê(k) spectrum and Gaussian filter

(c) ω′ = ω − ω̃ (d) Π
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Figure 2: Examples showing the effects of filtering. a) DNS vorticity ω, (b) filtered vorticity ω̃, (c) SGS
vorticity ω′ = ω − ω̃, (d) SGS forcing term Π, and (e) TKE spectrum for Re = 32000 at the end of one of
the DNS runs (t = 200τ). Panel (e) also shows the transfer function of the Gaussian filter and the cutoff
wavenumber, kc. The FDNS spectrum deviates from the DNS spectrum near kc because of the filtering.

where σ is the standard deviation of the corresponding variables calculated over all training samples.257

We aim to use a CNN to learn M, an optimal map between the inputs and outputs258

M :
{
ψ/σψ, ω/σω

}
∈ R2×NLES×NLES →

{
Π/σΠ

}
∈ R×NLES×NLES (9)

by minimizing the mean-squared-error (MSE)259

MSE = 1
ntr

ntr∑
i=1
‖ ΠCNN

i −ΠFDNS
i ‖22, (10)

where ntr is the number of training samples and ‖ · ‖2 is the L2 norm.260

261

Figure 3 schematically shows the CNN architecture that is used here. We use the mini-batch262

stochastic gradient descent method with the Adam optimizer to minimize the loss function, E-263

q. (10). Note that the CNN has no pooling or upsampling layers (i.e., fully CNN), so the hidden264

layers have the same size as the input and output layers. We have found that using a fully CNN265

(i.e. without an up/down sampling) is a key to training an accurate SGS model, consistent with266

earlier findings that pooling layers may artificially change spatial correlations of the data [15].267

268

Hyper-parameters such as the number of hidden layers have been determined via an extensive269

search. We find that to capture the complex pattern of Π, a deep CNN with 10 hidden layers is270

needed. For example, the 10-layer CNN outperforms shallower 8-layer and 5-layer CNNs in terms271

9



ψ̄
ω̄ Π

Conv
layer

Conv
layer

Conv
layer

Conv
layer

Conv
layer

Figure 3: Schematic of the CNN. Inputs and outputs are samples of normalized (ψ̄, ω̄) and Π, respectively.
The convolutional layers (Conv layers) have the same dimension (256 × 256) as that of the the input and
output layers. All Conv layers are initialized randomly and are trainable. The convolutional depth is set to
64, and the convolutional filter size is 5 × 5. The activation function of each layer is ReLu (rectified linear
unit) except for the last one, which is a linear map.

of training loss for the same ntr. Overall, the CNN with 10 layers has 927041 trainable parameters.272

273

The training, validation, and testing sets are generated using 2D snapshots of filtered data274

collected from 15 independent DNS runs with random initial conditions, sampled every 10∆DNS,275

in the time interval [50τ, 200τ ]. We use the data from 8 runs for the training set, 2 runs for the276

validation set, and 5 runs for the testing set. The effects of the size of the training dataset on the277

accuracy of the SGS model is further discussed in Section 4.1.278

279

As is the common practice in ML applications, we run the CNN (and the ANN) with single-280

precision floating-point operations during both training and testing to accelerate the process and281

reduce the data transfer/storage. We have also explored training/testing a CNN with double-282

precision floating-point arithmetic, but found no distinguishable enhancement in the a posteriori283

tests.284

285

Finally, we point out that the codes for CNN and CNN with transfer learning (discussed later)286

are made publicly available on GitHub (see the Acknowledgement for details).287

3.3 Multilayer perceptron artificial neural network (ANN)288

A few recent studies have proposed building local data-driven SGS models using ANNs trained to289

learn the mapping between a local stencil of input variables to the local SGS term Π [56, 114, 116,290

122]. For example, Maulik et al. [56] employed such an approach for the same 2D-DHIT system291

and proposed to train an ANN with inputs consisting of 9 grid stencil values of ω and ψ plus the292

local values of |S| and |∇ω| and the output consisting of the local SGS term Π value:293

M :
{
ωi,j , ωi,j+1, ..., ωi−1,j−1, ψi,j , ψi,j+1, ..., ψi−1,j−1, |S|i,j , |∇ω|i,j

}
∈ R20 →

{
Πi,j

}
∈ R1, (11)

where (i, j) here denotes a local grid point. |S| is the characteristic filtered rate of strain [81] and294

|∇ω| =
√(

∂ω
∂x

)2
+
(
∂ω
∂y

)2
.295

296

We have closely followed Ref. [56] in building a local data-driven SGS model. For the ANN, we297

use their publicly available code. The ANN is fully connected with 2 hidden layers, each containing298

50 neurons. The network has 3651 trainable parameters. We explore architectures with more layers299

and neurons per layer, but find no improvement in the accuracy. Due to the use of local inputs,300

in this approach the number of training samples is equal to the number of snapshots multiplied by301
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N2
LES. In common practice, only a few (less than 10) snapshots of data is used as the training data302

set [56, 114, 115, 122]. Here, following Ref. [56], we use 8 randomly selected snapshots (from the303

training set mentioned in Section 3.2) resulting in 524288 samples in the training sets. We have304

also investigated the effects of increasing the number of samples to 20 snapshots, but again, no305

substantial improvement in training loss is found. Note that following Ref. [56], no pre-processing,306

e.g., normalization, is performed on the input or output data (we find normalizing the input/output307

samples to have no effect on the performance of the ANN).308

309

Note that it is not the purpose of this paper to compare the ANN- and CNN-based approaches310

side by side (even if such comparison is possible given the differences in architecture, network311

size, input/output, and size of the training set). Therefore, beyond the explorations mentioned312

above, we have not performed an exhaustive search on the ANN and local SGS modeling approach.313

Our explorations all suggest that the comprehensively investigated network/approach presented in314

Ref. [56] is already optimal.315

3.4 Smagorinsky (SMAG) and dynamics Smagorinsky (DSMAG) SGS models316

In the SMAG [95] model, which is a commonly used baseline SGS model for LES, the SGS stress317

term in the momentum equation is modeled as [81, 86]:318

τ SMAG = −2(Cs∆)2〈2S S〉1/2S, (12)

where the angle brackets 〈·〉 denote domain averaging. S is the filtered rate-of-strain tensor [81].319

The SGS term Π in Eq. (3a) is therefore:320

ΠSMAG = (Cs∆)2〈2S S〉1/2∇2ω = νe∇2ω, (13)

where Cs is the Smagorinsky coefficient, νe is the eddy viscosity, and321

〈2S S〉1/2 =

√√√√4
(
∂2ψ

∂x∂y

)2

+
(
∂2ψ

∂x2 −
∂2ψ

∂y2

)2

. (14)

Cs is a constant in the SMAG model. The DSMAG model [30] uses a dynamic procedure to322

estimate νe based on the local flow structure. This procedure can lead to νe < 0, which can result323

in numerical stabilities; consequently, “positive clipping” is often applied to enforce νe ≥ 0 [119].324

Here, we use Cs = 1 for SMAG following Maulik et al. [56] and implement DSMAG (with positive325

clipping) following Pawar et al. [75], who studied the same 2D-DHIT system. Note that these326

SMAG and DSMAG models both have νe ≥ 0 and are therefore purely diffusive.327

4 Results328

4.1 A priori analysis329

4.1.1 Accuracy330

We first examine the accuracy of the CNN-based SGS model in predicting the Π term and inter-scale331

transfers for never-seen-before samples of (ψ, ω) from the testing set. The results in Section 4.1.1332

are reported for ntr = 50000. We use a commonly used metric, the correlation coefficient c between333
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Table 1: Correlation coefficients c (Eq. (15)) between the predicted and true SGS term Π for
Re = 32000 in a priori tests. The subscripts indicate c computed only over elements of ΠFDNS

and ΠM corresponding to T > 0 or T < 0 (Eq. (16)). The values show the average over (the same)
100 randomly chosen testing samples and the standard deviation.

DSMAG ANN CNN
c 0.55± 0.06 0.86± 0.02 0.93± 0.03
cT>0 0.55± 0.06 0.86± 0.02 0.96± 0.03
cT<0 0 0.83± 0.02 0.92± 0.04

the modeled (ΠM ) and true (ΠFDNS) SGS terms defined as [4, 75, 121]:334

c =

〈(
ΠM − 〈ΠM 〉

)(
ΠFDNS − 〈ΠFDNS〉

)〉
√〈

(ΠM − 〈ΠM 〉)2
〉√〈

(ΠFDNS − 〈ΠFDNS〉)2
〉 . (15)

The correlation coefficients (averaged over 100 random testing samples) for CNN as well as DSMAG335

and ANN are reported in Table 1. These a priori tests show that the data-driven SGS models sub-336

stantially outperform DSMAG, and that this CNN-based model (with c above 0.9) has statistically337

significantly higher accuracy than this ANN-based model. Note that similarly, previous findings338

based on correlation coefficients of SGS stress term found CNNs to outperform ANNs in a priori339

tests [75].340

341

Next, we examine the inter-scale transfer in a priori tests. The transfer is often quantified342

using the SGS stress [81]. Since here we are working with the SGS forcing term Π, which is the343

curl of the divergence of the SGS stress, we instead follow previous work and define SGS transfer344

T as [38, 56, 103]:345

T = sgn(∇2ω)�Π, (16)

where sgn(·) is the sign function. At each grid point (i, j), Ti,j > 0 indicates forward transfer (dif-346

fusion) while Ti,j < 0 indicates backscatter. Note that forward/backscatter is between the resolved347

and subgrid scales as separated by filtering, and should not be confused with the forward/inverse348

cascade, which is a physical property [81, 104]. For a sample filtered vorticity ω, Fig. 4 shows the349

true inter-scale transfer TFDNS and T from CNN, ANN, and DSMAG. Because DSMAG is purely350

diffusive, it only captures the forward transfer. The ANN and CNN both capture the diffusion as351

well as backscattering. Table 1 further shows c computed separately over grid points corresponding352

to only T > 0 (diffusion) or only T < 0 (backscattering), again, demonstrating that the CNN-based353

SGS model captures both forward transfer of backscatter accurately, with c > 0.9.354

355

To summarize, the a priori tests show that the CNN-based data-driven SGS model can accu-356

rately predict the out-of-sample SGS forcing terms and inter-scale transfers. However, as discussed357

in the Introduction, previous studies have found that accuracy in a priori tests does not necessarily358

translate to accuracy/stability in a posteriori analysis [4, 56, 120, 122]. Before discussing the a359

posteriori tests in Section 4.2, we further examine how the accuracy of the CNN depends on the360

size of the training set, which as it turns out, impacts the stability of LES-CNN.361
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(a) ω̄ (b) TFDNS (c) TCNN (d) TANN (e) TDSMAG

Backscatter

Forward
transfer

50

0

−50

10

0

−10

Figure 4: Example of inter-scale transfer T , Eq. (16), in a priori analysis at Re = 32000. a) Filtered
vorticity ω; b) true T from FDNS; (c)-(e) T from CNN, ANN, and DSMAG. The ANN and CNN capture
both forward transfer and backscatter while DSMAG only captures the forward transfer (diffusion). The
upper row shows the entire domain while the second row shows the portion in the black square.

4.1.2 Scaling of the CNN’s accuracy with size of the training set ntr362

Table 2 shows how the SGS term’s correlation coefficient c varies in a priori tests as the number363

of samples used to train the CNN (ntr) is increased. The value of c increases with ntr, reaching364

0.90 with ntr = 10000 and 0.93 with ntr = 50000. While c = 0.90 (for ntr = 10000) might seem365

high enough and the CNN-based data-driven SGS model might seem accurate enough, a set of a366

posteriori tests with this LES-CNN model are found to lead to noisy, unphysical flows for some367

initial conditions. In fact, a posteriori tests with LES-CNN trained with lower ntr (500 or 1000)368

lead to numerically unstable simulations that blow-up. Only simulations with ntr ≥ 30000 are369

found to lead to stable and accurate a posteriori LES-CNN for any initial condition.370

371

The above analysis suggests that instabilities in a posteriori tests might be due to inaccurate372

out-of-sample predictions as a result of insufficient training data. These findings are consistent373

with our recent work on data-driven SGS modeling of forced 1D Burgers’ turbulence with a non-374

local ANN [99], where we found unstable a posteriori LES-ANN, which was traced to inaccurate Π375

terms around some of the shockwaves. In that study, we showed that artificially enriching the train-376

ing dataset using a data augmentation strategy [25, 68, 117] led to a stable and accurate LES-ANN.377

378

Table 2 further reports cT>0 and cT<0 as a function of ntr. This analysis shows that consistently,379

cT<0 is lower than cT>0, especially at small ntr, but the difference declines from 0.15 to 0.04 with380

increasing ntr. The implication of these results is that the SGS model with a CNN trained using381

a small ntr is less capable of accurately predicting backscattering than forward transfer, which,382

based on previous findings, could lead to instabilities. As discussed in the Introduction, capturing383

backscattering is highly desired; however, it is known from physics-based SGS modeling efforts384

that it can lead to instabilities if handled incorrectly [49, 59]. Moreover, in recent data-driven SGS385

modeling efforts, as discussed later, removing backscattering has been used as a way of stabilizing386

a posteriori LES [56, 122]. Table 2 shows that at least for our CNN, the backscattering can be387
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Table 2: Correlation coefficients c (Eq. (15)) between the CNN-predicted and true SGS term Π for
Re = 32000 in a priori tests as a function of the number of training samples ntr. The values show
the average over (the same) 100 randomly chosen testing samples and the standard deviation. The
last row indicates the fate of a posteriori LES-CNN integrations from 5 random initial conditions:
unstable refers to numerical blow-up, unphysical refers to simulations leading to noisy/unrealistic
flows, and stable refers to numerically stable and accurate simulations.

ntr 500 1000 10000 30000 50000
c 0.78± 0.05 0.83± 0.04 0.90± 0.04 0.92± 0.04 0.93± 0.03
cT>0 0.78± 0.05 0.86± 0.03 0.93± 0.04 0.95± 0.04 0.96± 0.03
cT<0 0.63± 0.04 0.76± 0.03 0.89± 0.04 0.91± 0.04 0.92± 0.04

unstable unstable unphysical stable stable

accurately captured and the a posteriori LES can be stable without any further post-processing if388

the training set is large enough.389

390

In short, these results suggest that neural networks that may “seem” well-trained and accurate391

in a priori (offline) tests, may not be sufficient for stable/accurate LES in a posteriori (online) tests.392

We say “seem” because there is no established a priori metric and threshold to know if a data-393

driven SGS model is well-trained and accurate enough to lead to stable and accurate a posteriori394

LES. In this study, the threshold is empirically between c = 0.90 and c = 0.92, or if cT<0 is a better395

metric, between 0.89 and 0.91. To be clear, these are just empirical thresholds in this testcase, and396

such thresholds might be case-dependent. Whether a general connection between a data-driven397

SGS models’ accuracy in a priori tests and the a posteriori LES stability could be established or398

not should be thoroughly investigated in future work. Furthermore, we emphasize that we do not399

claim that all instabilities in other a posteriori LES runs using data-driven SGS models (reported400

in other studies) are due to similar inaccuracies that could be reduced by enriching the training401

set.402

4.2 A posteriori analysis403

In the a posteriori (online) tests, the CNN-based data-driven SGS model and the LES numerical404

solver of Eqs. (3a)-(3b) are coupled (LES-CNN): at a given time step, the resolved variables (ψ, ω)405

from the numerical solver are normalized (dividing by their σ) and fed into the already trained406

CNN, which predicts ΠCNN. This ΠCNN is then de-normalized (multiplying by σΠ) and fed back407

into the numerical solver to compute the resolved flow in the next time step, and the cycle con-408

tinues. The CNN used for the a posteriori tests is trained with ntr = 50000 and leads to stable409

LES-CNN in all tests conducted here. Similarly, we use the ANN-based data-driven SGS model410

and the physics-based SGS model SMAG and DSMAG to conduct LES-ANN, LES-SMAG, and411

LES-DSMAG integrations.412

413

Figure 5 shows examples of the evolution of the kinetic energy E(t) = −〈ψω〉/2 of the 2D-DHIT414

flow from FDNS and from the different LES models for Re = 32000 as well as for Re = 8000. While415

the LES-CNN and LES-DSMAG are stable, LES-ANN is unstable, leading to rapid increases in E416

and blow up. In their pioneering work, Maulik et al. [56] also found this LES-ANN unstable and417

proposed a post-processing step:418

ΠANN
i,j = 0, ∀ Ti,j < 0, (17)
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LES-ANN w/ Eq. (17)

LES-ANN
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Figure 5: Evolution of kinetic energy E(t) normalized by E0 = E(0) in a posteriori tests from 5 random
initial conditions at Re = 8000 and Re = 32000. Note that for each Re, the ANN- and CNN-based data-
driven SGS models have been trained on data from that Re. Curves show the mean from the 5 integrations.
The LES integrations start at t = 50τ . All stable LES models overpredict the decay rate but LES-CNN is
closest to the FDNS while LES-DSMAG, and even more so the post-processed LES-ANN with backscattering
removed, are too dissipative. LES-ANN without post-processing is unstable and blows up.

which effectively, like the positive clipping used for DSMAG, eliminates backscattering based on T419

from Eq. (16). A similar procedure was used by Zhou et al. [122] to stabilize their LES-ANN for420

3D-DHIT. While this post-processed LES-ANN is stable, it is excessively dissipative (even more421

than DSMAG) and substantially overpredicts the energy decay rate. LES-CNN, which is stable422

without any post-processing and accounts for both diffusion and backscattering, has the closest423

agreement with FDNS in terms of the decay rate. It should be pointed out that it is possible that424

increasing the number of training samples for the ANN also leads to a more accurate and perhaps425

a stable LES-ANN; however, as mentioned before, the focus of this work is on LES-CNN and a426

comprehensive investigation of LES-ANN is beyond the scope of this paper. We present the results427

with LES-DSMAG as a baseline and present the results with the recently published LES-ANN to428

give the readers a better view of the state-of-the-art in this field.429

430

To examine the accuracy of LES-CNN in short-term forecasting, Fig. 6 presents the relative431

L2-norm error in the prediction of ω averaged from 5 random initial conditions in the testing set432

from t = 50τ to 200τ . The results show that LES-CNN has the highest accuracy, outperforming433

the next best model, DSMAG. The post-processed LES-ANN and LES-SMAG have substantially434

higher errors, which as the next analysis shows is due to their excessive dissipation. To further435

evaluate the short-term accuracy of these LES models, Fig. 7 shows an example of ω(x, y) at436

t = 100τ, 150τ, and 200τ predicted from an initial condition at t = 50τ in the testing set. Evident-437

ly, LES-CNN is capable of predicting both small- and large-scale structures well, and outperforms438

LES-DSMAG, which while capturing most of the large-scale structures well, misses many of the439

small-scale structures. The post-processed LES-ANN and LES-SMAG are too diffusive and miss440

most small-scale structures, substantially underpredicting the magnitude of ω, especially at later441
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Figure 6: Short-term prediction accuracy of LES models in a posteriori tests at Re = 32000. Predictions
start at t = 50τ in the 5 testing sets. For each model, curves show the evolution of the relative L2-norm
error, errorL2(t) = ‖ ω̄LES − ω̄FDNS ‖2/‖ ω̄FDNS ‖2, averaged over the 5 integrations. The LES-CNN has
the highest accuracy and outperforms LES-DSMAG. The large error in the post-processed LES-ANN and
in LES-SMAG is due to excessive dissipation (see Fig. 7).

times.442

443

The above analysis shows that the superior accuracy of the CNN-based SGS model in a pri-444

ori tests translates to high accuracy in short-term forecasts with LES-CNN in a posteriori tests.445

Next, we examine the accuracy of these a posteriori LES models in reproducing the statistics of446

the turbulent flow, which is an important test for the applicability of these models [63]. Figure 8447

shows the TKE spectrum and probability density function (PDF) of vorticity at t = 200τ from the448

5 simulations in the testing sets. Among the LES models, LES-CNN has the best performance: its449

TKE spectrum matches that of the FDNS across wavenumbers and its PDF matches that of the450

FDNS, even at the end of the tails. The next best-performing model is LES-DSMAG, whose TKE451

spectrum overall agrees with FDNS, although this model is more diffusive than LES-CNN. The ex-452

cessive diffusion is more noticeable in the PDF of the vorticity field: while the PDF of LES-DSMAG453

matches the bulk of the FDNS’ PDF, there are large deviations at the tails, beyond ±2 standard454

deviations. The post-processed LES-ANN with Eq. (17) and LES-SMAG are too diffusive, leading455

to TKE spectra that quickly curl down as k increases and PDFs that substantially deviate from456

the FDNS’ PDF at the tails (for LES-SMAG, even in the bulk). Just to further demonstrate the457

importance of capturing backscattering in the outstanding performance of LES-CNN in matching458

the FDNS’ spectrum and PDF, Fig. 8 also presents results from a post-processed LES-CNN with459

Eq. (17) (i.e., backscattering removed), showing that the model becomes excessively diffusive (with460

performance comparable to that of the LES-DSMAG).461

462

The a posteriori results show the advantages of the CNN-based data-driven SGS model, which463

provides a stable LES model while capturing backscattering, and yields superior performance for464

both forecasting short-term spatio-temporal evolution and reproducing long-term statistics of the465

turbulent flow.466
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FDNS

LES-CNN

LES-ANN
w/ Eq. (17)

LES-DSMAG

LES-SMAG

-40 -20 0 20 40

t = 100τ t = 150τ t = 200τ

Figure 7: Examples of the vorticity fields at t = 100τ, 150τ, and 200τ from one of the testing sets at
Re = 32000. ω from FDNS is shown in the first row (used as the “truth” for the LES). Rows 2-5 show
ω predicted from t = 50τ using 4 a posteriori LES models. The LES-CNN captures the patterns and
magnitudes of both large- and small-scale structures well, except at the latest time at t = 200τ . While LES-
DSMAG predicts most of the large-scale structures and some of the small-scale structures well, particularly
at the earlier times, its overall accuracy is lower than that of LES-CNN (also see Fig. 6). The post-
processed LES-ANN has a reasonably good performance at t = 100τ , but at later times, this model and
the LES-SMAG model are too diffusive such that the magnitude of the vorticity field is underpredicted and
small-scale structures are missing.
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Figure 8: The TKE spectrum Ê(k) and probability density function (PDF) of vorticity at t = 200τ from
a posteriori tests at Re = 32000. Results are from independent runs in the 5 testing sets. For Ê(k), the
spectrum from each run is calculated and then averaged. For the PDF, data from all 5 runs are combined and
the PDF is calculated using a kernel estimator [109]. For both the TKE spectrum and PDF, the LES-CNN
has the best performance, followed by LES-DSMAG. Results from post-processed LES-CNN with Eq. (17)
are shown just to demonstrate the importance of capturing backscattering for the excellent performance of
LES-CNN in reproducing the TKE spectrum of FDNS and the tails of the FDNS’ PDF. The post-processed
LES-ANN with Eq. (17) and LES-SMAG are too diffusive, which shows in both TKE spectrum and PDF.

4.3 Transfer learning to higher Re467

So far, we have tested the data-driven SGS model and the LES-CNN on flows with the same Re468

as the flow from which data was collected for the training of the CNN (Re = 8000 or Re = 32000).469

As discussed in the Introduction, the capability to generalize beyond the training flow, in partic-470

ular to extrapolate to turbulent flows with higher Re in a posteriori tests, is essential for robust,471

trustworthy, and practically useful LES models. Neural networks are known to have difficulty with472

extrapolations, and in our recent work with multi-scale Lorenz 96 equations and forced 1D Burgers’473

turbulence, we found that data-driven SGS models do not generalize well to more chaotic systems474

or flows with 10× higher Re, leading to inaccurate predictions in a posteriori (online) tests [16, 99].475

Similarly, Fig. 9 shows that for the 2D-DHIT system studied here, a data-driven SGS model trained476

on data from Re = 8000 leads to a posteriori LES-CNN that is accurate only at Re = 8000 but477

not at Re = 32000 or 64000. At these higher Re, the TKE spectra deviate substantially from the478

spectrum of the FDNS.479

480

In both Chattopadhyay et al. [16] and Subel et al. [99], we showed that transfer learning enables481

accurate generalization/extrapolation of data-driven SGS models to more chaotic systems and tur-482

bulent flows with a 10× higher Re, although the effectiveness of this approach beyond 1D and to483

more complex turbulent flows remained to be investigated.484

485

Transfer learning involves taking a neural network that has been already trained for a given486

data distribution (e.g., flow with a given Re) using a large amount of data and re-training only487
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Figure 9: Transfer learning to higher Re. The TKE spectrum Ê(k) at t = 200τ from a posteriori tests at
three different Re. Results are from independent runs in the 5 testing sets. For Ê(k), the spectrum from
each run is calculated and then averaged. The superscript indicates the Re on which the CNN is trained
with ntr = 50000 samples. TL (transfer learned) means that the CNN has been re-trained with nT L

tr = 500
samples (1% of ntr) from the Re on which the LES-CNN is tested on (indicated in the title of each panel).
In each panel, the blue lines show that the LES-CNN trained and tested on the same Re is accurate and its
TKE spectrum agrees with that of the FDNS. However, the red lines in the two panels on the right show that
the LES-CNN trained on Re = 8000 does not perform well at 4× or 8× higher Re, with the TKE spectra of
the simulated flow substantially deviating from that of the FDNS at high k near kc. The red dashed lines
show that the LES-TL-CNN pre-trained on Re = 8000 and transfer learned with a small amount of data
from the higher Re perform well at 4× or 8× higher Re.

some of its layers (usually the deeper layers) using a small amount of data from the new data488

distribution (e.g., flow with a higher Re) [31, 118]. For example, Fig. 10 shows the schematic of489

the transfer-learned CNN used here. While similar to the original CNN (Fig. 3), there is one major490

difference: for transfer learning, the first 8 Conv layers use the weights already computed during491

training with ntr samples from the lower Re. These weights are fixed and remain the same during492

the re-training. The last two Conv layers are initialized with weights computed during training493

with ntr samples from the lower Re, but these two layers will be trained and their weights will494

be updated using nTLtr = ntr/100 samples from the higher Re. The key idea of TL is that in495

deep neural networks, the first layers learn high-level features, and the low-level features that are496

specific to a particular data distribution are learned only in the deeper layers [31, 118]. Therefore,497

for generalization, only the deeper layers need to be re-trained, which can be done using a small498

amount of data from the new distribution.499

500

To examine the effectiveness of transfer learning in the 2D-DHIT testcase, we take the CNN501

that is already trained with ntr samples from Re = 8000 and re-train it with nTLtr = ntr/100502

samples from the flow with Re = 32000 or Re = 64000. Figure 9 shows that the a posteriori503

LES with these transfer-learned CNNs (LES-TL-CNNRe=8000) accurately extrapolates to 4× and504

8 × Re. In both cases, the accuracy of the transfer-learned LES-TL-CNN is as good as that of505

the LES-CNN trained with ntr samples from Re = 32000 and Re = 64000. Before showing the506

results for accurate extrapolation to even higher Re (16×) in the next section, we point out that507

the number of layers to be re-trained and the number of samples used for re-training (nTLtr ) depend508

on the problem and require some trial and error for the best performance. Here, fixing the first509

6 layers and re-training the deeper 4 layers (with the same nTLtr ) leads to similar LES-TL-CNN510
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Figure 10: Schematic of the CNN with transfer learning for extrapolation to higher Re. Everything is
the same as the original CNN shown in Fig. 3 with one exception: here, the first 8 Conv layers (gray) use
the weights already computed during training with ntr samples from the lower Re and are fixed (not to be
trained). Only the last two Conv layers (blue) are going to be trained using nT L

tr = ntr/100 samples from
the higher Re, after these layers are initialized not randomly but using the weights computed for the lower
Re.

performance. The goal of transfer learning is to minimize nTLtr while achieving the accuracy of ntr,511

with the number of re-trained layers being a hyper-parameter to be tuned to achieve this goal.512

Substantial exploration in forced 1D Burgers’ turbulence showed that the a posteriori performance513

of LES with transfer-learned data-driven SGS models mainly depends on nTLtr as long as more than514

one layer is re-trained [99].515

4.4 Transfer learning to higher Re and higher LES numerical resolution516

One often-cited disadvantage of using CNNs (compared to local ANNs) for data-driven SGS mod-517

eling is dependence on the specific LES resolution for which the CNN has been trained, limiting the518

use of the LES-CNN on a different grid resolution (and the use of transfer learning to extrapolate519

to even higher Re for which a higher LES resolution might be needed). Here, we show that this520

issue can be easily addressed by adding pooling (encoder) and upsampling (decoder) layers to the521

transfer learning architecture.522

523

For example, to use a CNN-based data-driven SGS model trained on data from Re = 8000524

and resolution 256 × 256 and conduct a posteriori LES-TL-CNN integrations at Re = 64000 or525

Re = 128000 with resolution NLES = 512, we can use the encoder-decoder architecture shown in526

Fig. 11. Here, the number of convolutional layers are the same as before plus an additional layer527

before the encoder. The encoder with a pooling layer with stride two transforms the first layer528

from the input size (512× 512) to the size of the layers of the CNN previously trained for a lower529

Re and resolution (256 × 256). The 8 layers within the encoder-decoder have the weights already530

computed during training with ntr samples from the lower Re. These weights are kept fixed and531

these layers are not going to be trained. A decoder transforms the output of the last of these layers532

from the size 256 × 256 to the size of the first of the last two layers, which is 512 × 512. Similar533

to Fig. 10, these two final layers are initialized with weights computed during training with ntr534

samples from the lower Re (and lower resolution). Only these two layers and the very first layer535

will be trained and their weights are updated using nTLtr = ntr/100 samples from the higher Re and536

higher resolution. Here we use a factor of two increase in the resolution in each direction just as537

an example, and this approach can be used on any other resolution changes too.538

539

Figure 12 shows, for Re = 64000 and Re = 128000, the TKE spectrum for LES-TL-CNN in540

comparison to that of FDNS. In this LES-TL-CNN, the numerical resolution is NLES × NLES =541

512× 512 and its CNN has been trained with ntr = 50000 samples from Re = 8000 with resolution542

2562 and transfer-learned with nTLtr = ntr/100 samples from Re = 64000 or Re = 128000 at the543
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Figure 11: Schematic of the CNN with transfer learning and encoder-decoder architecture for extrapolation
to higher Re and higher LES grid resolution. There are few differences with the CNN shown in Fig. 10. Here,
the input and output samples are at the higher resolution of 5122 (inputs and outputs of the CNNs in Figs. 3
and 10 are at the resolution of 2562). The 8 Conv layers that are already trained with ntr samples from the
lower Re and FDNS at the resolution of 256 × 256 are embedded within an encoder-decoder architecture.
These 8 layers (gray) are fixed (not to be trained). The last two layers (in blue) are initialized not randomly
but using the weights computed for the lower Re and lower resolution. A first layer (in blue) is added
between the input and the encoder, and is initialized randomly. Only these three layers are going to be
trained using nT L

tr = ntr/100 samples from the higher Re and higher resolution (5122).
Test on Re = 64000 Test on Re = 128000
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Figure 12: Transfer learning to higher Re and higher LES numerical resolution. The TKE spectrum Ê(k)
at t = 200τ from a posteriori tests at two different Re. Results are from independent runs in the 5 testing
sets. For Ê(k), the spectrum from each run is calculated and then averaged. The superscript indicates that
the CNN has been trained with ntr = 50000 samples from Re = 8000 at the resolution of 256 × 256. TL
(transfer learned) means that the CNN has been re-trained with nT L

tr = 500 samples (1% of ntr) from the Re
on which the LES-TL-CNN is tested on (indicated in the title of each panel) at the resolution of 512× 512.
In each panel, the spectra of the DNS and FDNS are shown; the latter is the “truth” for LES. Note that for
Re = 64000, NDNS = 2048 and for Re = 128000, NDNS = 3072. The FDNS is at the resolution of 5122. The
blue lines show that the LES-TL-CNN pre-trained on Re = 8000 and transfer learned with a small amount
of data from the higher Re and resolution perform well at 8× or 16× higher Re. Note that for LES-TL-CNN
at both Re, here we use NLES = 512.

resolution of 5122. The results show that transfer learning enables extrapolation to over an order-544

of-magnitude increase in Re (16×) and with the encoder-decoder architecture, enables transfer545

between different LES resolutions. The implications of these findings, in particular for practical546

purposes, are discussed in the next section.547
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5 Summary and future directions548

Using 2D decaying turbulence as the testbed, we have examined the performance of a CNN-based,549

non-local, data-driven SGS model in a priori and a posteriori analyses, with training and testing550

done on data from flows with the same Re. We have also investigated the effectiveness of transfer551

learning in enabling a posteriori LES-CNNs that are trained on data from flows with low Re (and552

low grid resolution) to work for flows with higher Re (and higher grid resolution). In all cases,553

training is done on filtered DNS data, and the performance is tested in comparison with out-of-554

sample filtered DNS data.555

556

As discussed in Section 4.1, a priori tests at Re = 32000 show that the trained data-driven557

SGS model can accurately predict the SGS forcing terms from never-seen-before snapshots of the558

resolved flow with correlation coefficients c (Eq. (15)) around 0.93, substantially outperforming559

a baseline physics-based SGS model, DSMAG. The data-driven SGS model is also found to accu-560

rately capture both forward transfer and backscattering between the resolved and unresolved scales.561

562

To examine the connection between a priori and a posteriori performance, we have evaluated563

the accuracy of a priori tests (in terms of c) and the stability of a posteriori LES-CNN as the564

number of training samples are varied from ntr = 500 to 50000 (Table 2). This analysis shows that565

while the SGS model trained with ntr = 10000 seems accurate (with c = 0.90), the LES with this566

CNN (and CNNs trained with smaller ntr) is not stable. Increasing ntr to 30000 and 50000 further567

improves c to 0.92 and 0.93, respectively, and leads to accurate and stable a posteriori LES-CNN,568

without any need for post-processing or additional eddy viscosity. More analysis, in which c is cal-569

culated separately for grid points experiencing only forward transfer or only backscattering, shows570

that at low ntr, the CNN captures backscattering with much lower accuracy compared to forward571

transfer, but that the difference decreases as ntr is increased. This analysis suggests that the insta-572

bilities of a posteriori LES-CNN trained with small training sets might be due to the inability of573

the SGS model to correctly represent backscattering. Why learning backscattering requires more574

data remains to be studied in future work. This might be because backscattering is fundamentally575

harder to learn data drivenly, or because backscattering is less frequent than forward transfer, or576

both. While we do not claim that all instabilities in a posteriori (online) tests are due to this issue577

and could be overcome by increasing ntr, we believe that these findings can help future studies578

in understanding the reasons(s) behind these instabilities and formulating rigorous solutions (see579

below for further discussions).580

581

As discussed in Section 4.2, a posteriori tests at Re = 32000 with the CNN trained with582

ntr = 50000 show that LES-CNN is stable and accurate. The LES-CNN outperforms LES-DSMAG583

and LES with other tested SGS models in terms of both short-term forecast and re-producing the584

TKE spectrum and PDF of vorticity (even at the tails). The main shortcoming of the other models585

is that they are too diffusive, primarily because they do not capture backscattering due to their586

formulation or post-processing steps used to make them stable. The CNN-based SGS model learns587

both forward transfer and backscattering non-parameterically from data, and as mentioned above,588

once the latter is accurately captured with enough training samples, this SGS model leads to an589

accurate and stable a posteriori LES-CNN.590

591

The analysis presented in Section 4.3 shows that a data-driven SGS model trained at Re = 8000592

does not lead to accurate a posteriori LES-CNN solutions (in terms of TKE spectra) at the higher593

Re, e.g., at Re = 32000 or Re = 64000. However, we show that transfer learning largely solves594
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this problem and enables the LES-CNN trained for a flow at low Re to provide accurate and stable595

solutions for flows with higher Re while requiring only a small amount of data from the flow at596

higher Re. The data-driven SGS model can even be coupled with LES solvers that use higher grid597

resolutions by adding an encoder-decoder architecture to the transfer-learned CNN (Section 4.4).598

For example, we show that a CNN trained with ntr = 50000 samples from Re = 8000 (at filtered599

resolution 256 × 256) can provide an accurate and stable a posteriori LES-CNN for flows with600

Re = 128000 and NLES = 512 once 2 out of the 10 convolution layers of the CNN are re-trained601

with only nTLtr = ntr/100 = 500 samples from Re = 128000. To the best of our knowledge, this is602

the first application of transfer learning to building generalizable data-driven SGS models beyond603

1D turbulence (the 1D results were presented in our recent work [99]).604

605

In summary, in a canonical 2D turbulent flow, we present promising results that CNNs and606

transfer learning can be used together to build non-local data-driven SGS models that lead to ac-607

curate, stable, and generalizable LES models. The generalization capability provided by transfer608

learning is key in making such data-driven SGS models practically useful. This is because training609

a base CNN model with a large training set of high-fidelity data from low Re and then requiring610

only a small amount of high-fidelity data from the higher Re for re-training is highly desirable for611

turbulence modeling, given the sharp increase in the computational cost of high-fidelity simula-612

tions such as DNS for higher Re. It should be also highlighted that because transfer learning only613

requires a small amount of data and re-training only a few layers, its training process is fast and614

has a low computational cost, thus it can be conducted on the fly, for example when dealing with615

non-stationary systems. Moreover, the ability to also transfer between different LES resolutions616

further broadens the applicability of non-local SGS models. While not examined here, it is also617

possible that transfer learning provides generalization beyond Re and grid resolution, for example618

between canonical fluid systems and fluid flows with more complex geometries. Such applications619

should be explored in future work.620

621

Beyond the obvious need to study the performance of the CNN-based SGS models and transfer622

learning in more complex turbulent flows (e.g., 3D, wall turbulence, stratified), there are a number623

of avenues to pursue in order to further expand and improve the methodology. The number of624

training samples might be potentially reduced, without loss of accuracy or stability, using data625

augmentation, e.g., through pre-processing the training data by exploiting the symmetries in the626

flow [68, 99], and/or using physics-informed ML [37]. Examples of the latter include adding com-627

ponents (such as capsules [15] and transformers [14]) that better preserve spatial correlations in the628

CNN or imposing physical constraints in the loss function [e.g., 37, 111]. Establishing a connection629

between accuracy in a priori tests and stability in a posteriori tests would also be substantially630

helpful. Note that in this work (and in most other SGS modeling studies), an “offline training”631

strategy is used: the SGS model is first trained using snapshots of the resolved flow as inputs and632

snapshots of the SGS term as outputs, and then this trained data-driven model is coupled with the633

coarse-resolution LES solver. At least some of the issues related to stability could be potentially634

resolved, and even scaling with the size of training set could be improved, by using an “online train-635

ing” strategy, which involves training the data-driven model to find the best SGS term that evolves636

the solution of the LES closest to that of the DNS. Sirignano et al. [94] have recently presented an637

exciting and promising framework for such an approach. Exploring data-driven SGS models that638

account for non-Markovian effects arising from coarse-graining, as suggested by the Mori-Zwanzig639

formalism [17, 48, 71, 110], is another direction to pursue in future work. Finally, interpreting640

the CNNs that provide accurate SGS models, such as the one trained here, can lead to insight641

into the SGS physics and possibly even better data-driven and/or physics-based models. While642
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interpreting neural networks is currently challenging, using them along with data-driven equation643

discovery methods might provide a stepping stone, as for example done for ocean mesoscale eddies644

in pioneering work by Zanna and Bolton [120].645
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A Initial condition for DNS655

Following previous studies, we choose the initial conditions of DNS to have the same energy spec-656

trum but randomly different vorticity fields [55, 56, 67]. The initial energy spectrum is given by657

[67]658

Ê(k) = Ak4e−(k/kp)2
, (18)

where the amplitude is659

A =
4k−5

p

3π , (19)

and k = |k| =
√
k2
x + k2

y. The maximum value of the energy spectrum occurs at
√

2kp, where660

kp = 10 is used here following Ref. [55]. The given energy spectrum in turn determines the661

magnitude of the Fourier coefficients of vorticity:662

|ω̂(k)| =

√
k

π
Ê(k). (20)

Then the vorticity distribution in Fourier space is663

ω̂(k) = |ω̂(k)|eiη(k), (21)

where η(k) = η1(k) + η2(k). η1(k) and η2(k) are independent random numbers from a uniform664

distribution in [0, 2π] at each (kx, ky) when both kx, ky ≥ 0 (first quadrant of the kx − ky plane).665

The values at the other quadrants are as follows:666

η(k) = −η1(k) + η2(k) for kx < 0, ky ≥ 0 (22a)
η(k) = −η1(k)− η2(k) for kx < 0, ky < 0 (22b)
η(k) = +η1(k)− η2(k) for kx ≥ 0, ky < 0 (22c)

The initial vorticity field is applied at t = 0.667
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Figures 1(a) and 1(d) show an example of the initial ω(x, y) and the corresponding Ê(k),668

respectively. The initial vorticity is dominated by relatively large-scale structures, but small-scale669

structures emerge as the flow evolves (Figs. 1(b), (c), and (d)). From t ≈ 50τ , the Ê(k) spectrum670

exhibits self-similarity and follows the Kraichnan-Batchelor-Leith (KBL) theory [3, 41, 46]. Between671

t = 50τ and 200τ , the flow decays due to the viscous dissipation, the small-scale structures fade672

away, and the large, coherent vortices merge and grow as a result of the inverse energy cascade.673

Following previous studies, we focus on this phase of the decaying 2D turbulence and discard the674

first 50τ as spin-up [4, 55].675
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